
Ali CRM earns new fans
In December, select development and administrative 
support staff got to know Ali CRM. This beta group 
trained on the fundamentals of the CRM program 
and had the chance to investigate constituent records 
and see the tools available to capture interaction 
details, notes and advancement plans. Attendees 
shared comments about what most impressed them 
with Ali and what information they would share with 
colleagues about the program.

These users interact daily with the current foundation 
system, Raiser’s Edge, and could compare the new 
capabilities Ali will offer. Ali’s key benefits that pleased 
this group include its web-based design, intuitive 
navigation and user-friendly fields. The program’s 
hyperlink capability was also a popular feature. 
 
Ali’s constituent records will feature a new household 
record; a simple way to view a couple’s advancement 
information together. Corporate records also have 
a more streamlined design. Staff appreciated the 
program’s integration with a constituent’s LinkedIn 
and social media accounts. As a shared sytem with 
real-time updates, Ali will provide up-to-date contact 
information for all users across the university system.  
 

Ali’s interaction process and overall design was also 
a hit. “Interactions are more effective from an access 
perspective, because we have the ability to see those 
we’ve completed and have planned to do,” Emily 
Sulzle, prospect information manager, shared. Bill 
Reece, senior gift planning director, said, “It’s really 
going to help me plan my work.” 

One of the most praised features of Ali is one that 
will be added as an enhancement after the CRM 
is implemented: a Fundraiser-on-the-Go mobile 
application. “Fundraiser-on-the-Go will revolutionize 
and empower development officers, especially 
while out in the field. It offers one-touch access and 
simplicity,” Carly Wegner, regional advancement 
officer, shared. Attendees agreed that getting on board 
with Ali and the mobile app will take time, but the 
benefits far outweigh the hurdles to get there. While 
development staff wait for the new mobile app to be 
implemented, Ali offers plenty of additional features 
to simplify their daily tasks.  
 
The development and administrative staff beta groups 
were trained by Angie Taylor, the foundation’s new 
technical trainer. Attendees were pleased that Ali’s 
implementation will be assisted by a trainer, and 
Taylor will coordinate 30 training sessions for staff 
prior to implementation. The sessions will cover 
Ali fundamentals as well as in-depth segments on 
prospect management and events management. She 
will provide online training for NU Foundation Funds 
Online (NUFFO) users and other groups.  
 
More details about Ali CRM training are included on 
the next page of the newsletter. If you have questions, 
send them to AliCRM@nufoundation.org.

 

This newsletter keeps the university community informed about Ali, the university’s advancement CRM system. The system is intended to be the single source of 
truth about alumni, donors and friends of the university. It was named for Aletheia, the Greek Goddess of Truth. 
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Complete first user acceptance 
testing of all CRM features
Jan. 2 - 20

Provide final changes from user 
acceptance testing to Blackbaud team 
Jan. 23

FEBRUARY 2017 MARCH 2017JANUARY 2016

March – Sept.
Design the system

May 2017 
Go live

Jan. – March 2017 
User testing

Ali CRM TIMELINE

July – Aug.
Data testing

Jan. 2016
Project
kickoff

Nov. – Dec.
Data testing

Complete second user acceptance 
testing of all CRM features
March 6 - 24

Provide final changes from user 
acceptance testing to Blackbaud team 
March 24 

Complete fourth and final data test 
and request required changes
Feb 7 - 18

Review changes from fourth data test 
with Blackbaud team 
Feb 22 - 23 



NUFFO moves to Ali  CRM in May 2017
The way staff access NU Foundation Funds Online 
(NUFFO) will change in early May 2017. Users 
will connect to NUFFO through Ali CRM. CRM 
software consolidates constituent information 
and documents into a single database so all users 
can easily access and manage it. NUFFO will move 
to Ali CRM in its current format. It will have the 
same functions such as the ability to review fund 
activity and documentation, provide fund notes, 
request payments and transfers and view donor 
information.  
 
Look for more details about the NUFFO move 
coming soon, including training opportunities.  
 
Training plan outlined for Ali CRM
Training for Ali CRM is scheduled for April and 
May 2017. Basic CRM information will be shared 
with staff through a half-day fundamentals 
training session. NUFFO users and campus 
leaders will be trained using online technology. 
 
These training sessions will be based on user roles. 
Staff with similar roles will be trained together. 
Training will also include events and prospect 
management sessions for users in those areas.

Additional “deep dive” training modules for 
specific roles will take place beginning May 
2017 and proceed into early summer. These 
training sessions will include advanced reports, 
planned giving, memberships, volunteers and 
communications coordination. Look for more 
training details coming soon.

 
 

ALI questions or comments?
Send your feedback to AliCRM@nufoundation.org
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STEERING COMMITTEE

 “User acceptance testing is under way, facilitating new opportunities 
to resolve issues and identify other issues that remain.  This testing 
emphasizes the collaborative nature of the project as we engage with more 
representatives from the Ali user community to thoroughly test the system.”

Kerry Acker, Foundation director of prospect information planning

Meet the Ali CRM Team
Our foundation and university team is working with 
Blackbaud experts to make certain Ali is built to offer 
all features needed for our advancement efforts. Here’s 
your chance to learn more about our local partners.  
 

Name: Christina Provost 
Title: CRM Leader, foundation 
 
My role in our CRM project: 
I serve as project manager for Ali CRM. 
 
Other similar projects I’ve worked on: 
There are many, but some favorites were a payment card 
system and credit card projects at First Data Resources, 
a large credit card processor. The fun part was designing 
a new product that included mainframe, mid-range and 
machine level computers, application programming, 
data center, information security, operations processes, 
and customer service. 
 
The benefits of implementing a CRM: 
This project will deliver a new core system to improve 
operations and data management. The CRM will allow 
users to coordinate advancement activities with alumni, 
donors and friends of the University of Nebraska. 
 
What I love about my work: 
I love working across different teams and environments, 
problem solving and continuously improving processes 
and technology. 
 
How I spend my time when I’m not working on CRM:  
I have a big family and two dogs. We escape to the 
woods or beach whenever we can. We also enjoy Hiking, 
biking, kayaking, yoga and an occasional superhero 
movie. But most weeks I’m attending my kids’ sports 
and music activities. 


